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1. Introduction 
The frequency and the number of points of metrology have ever 

been increasing for process outcome confirmation due to the 
narrower process windows and the stronger demand for the 
metrology of process control purposes as well. Virtual Metrology 
(hereafter VM) has been drawing more attention as one of the 
solutions to this problem. 

This report will discuss the intrinsic VM needs and how it is 
expected to be implemented from manufacturing operation 
perspective and a discussion frame for VM implementation 
technology based on the article investigation on VM conducted by 
Selete. 

2. VM technology positioning based on VM article 
investigation 
Summary of VM technology investigation on the articles 

(presentations) that appeared in APC/APC symposium after 2005 is 
shown in Table 1. The technology positioning is graphically 
represented in Figure 2. VM technology positioning requires 
basically 2 aspects; solution provision for production challenges and 
technologies that enable VM implementation. 

2-1. Positioning from solution provision for production 
challenges 

The driver of the strong VM expectation turns out be the 
reduction of time lag from the metrology step to confirm the process 
outcome to the timing of feedback to the process or equipment. It is 
thought important that the metrology data is to be made available 
within a time period given for the process quality control standpoint. 

This needs can be understood as essentially equivalent needs as 
the enhancement of metrology affiliated in the process quality 
management layer of the process quality control operation 
perspective (Fig., 3).  

2-2. Positioning from enabling technology standpoint 
VM has to fulfill the technology requirements that endorse the 

realization of operational desire of 2.1. VM is expected to fulfill the 
general requirements as metrology technology. 

VM implementation needs to be planned so as to deliver 
metrology data and some kind of needed decisions within a shorter 
time period, consequently, VM is to rely on the source data that can 
be acquired much earlier than from ordinarily metrology data. The 
source data, in many cases, is not affiliated with the same process 
quality data layer. The algorithm for those metrologies should 
measurement estimation across the quality control layers. VM can 
be, thus as mission wise, defined as “measurement value estimation 
using the source data from the different process quality operation 
layer than the estimation so as to provide expected outcome at 
earlier timings or more points that are usually provided by the real 
metrology means 

3. VM Implementation and Challenges 
VM functions are divided into 2 categories as shown in Fig. 2; 

data collection, model development and metrology operation. The 
corresponding functionalities are summarized in Table 2 with an 
aspect of the relation between the expected functional items and the 
corresponding technologies. Data collection, data preprocessing, 
estimation model development, and estimation model renewal have 
strong relation with the expected measurement functional items. 

Development procedure of the metrology value estimation is 
based on statistical data analysis according to the article investigation 
as shown in Table 1. There are some articles that argue necessity of 
physico‐chemical modeling in the process. 

Table 3 shows the relation between metrology value estimation 
model development procedure and the expected functional items. 
Accuracy, repeatability, reproducibility are important as metrology 
technology. It is understood that the chemical/physical model or 
equivalent model inclusion is important from this table. 

4. Discussion frame that facilitates VM technology 
discussion 
If it is assumed that this symposium is to start a VM dedicated 

session in order to encourage more technical discussions, it is 
necessary to include 6 items of Table 4 into discussion.  This will 
facilitate more effective and efficient information exchange of VM 
technology.  

Many articles dealt with items #2 and #3 and 2 papers dealt with 
#4 within the coverage of the investigation. 

For #1 it is expected that applied workflow, targeted 
characteristics (process outcome or equipment process performance 
adjustment), and to-be requirements are to be dealt with so to 
describe what are the boundary conditions are for the technology of 
interest as much as possible. 

For #5 it is expected that model’s coverage such as effective term 
and applicable processes or the boundary conditions as well as 
tuning cycles are to be discussed. The discontinuity of the model 
application over the maintenance work on the equipment should be 
dealt.  

For #6 it is expected that not only the IT system configuration is 
discussed but the generic requirements such as data format 
alienation and data characteristics extraction as preprocessing with 
hierarchical process quality assurance is to be dealt with consistent 
clarity of hierarchical affiliation of source and metrology data. 

In the future VM will be enabled to provide effective metrology 
data for those not estimated today such as 3D measurement with the 
aid of this same discussion frame, and eventually it will contribute 
more elaborated semiconductor production technology 
development.  
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Table.1. the article investigation Result on VM 

 

 

  

Fig.1.  The VM technology positioning 

 
 

 
F1g.2.  Process Quality Model Chaining Hierarchical Quality 

Layers  

Table.2 Relation between the expected functional items 

and the corresponding technologies 

 

 

 

Table.3. Relation between VM Model development and 

Expected functional items. 

 
 
 
Table.4 Discussion frame that facilitates VM technology 

discussion 

 


